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We report ac susceptibility and continuous wave and pulsed EPR experiments performed on GdW10 and

GdW30 polyoxometalate clusters, in which a Gd3þ ion is coordinated to different polyoxometalate

moieties. Despite the isotropic character of gadolinium as a free ion, these molecules show slow magnetic

relaxation at very low temperatures, characteristic of single molecule magnets. For T & 200 mK, the spin-

lattice relaxation becomes dominated by pure quantum tunneling events, with rates that agree quantita-

tively with those predicted by the Prokof’ev and Stamp model [Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 5794 (1998)]. The sign

of the magnetic anisotropy, the energy level splittings, and the tunneling rates strongly depend on the

molecular structure. We argue that GdW30 molecules are also promising spin qubits with a coherence

figure of merit QM * 50.
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Single molecule magnets (SMMs) [1] consist of a high-
spin magnetic core encapsulated in a ligand shell. Crystals
of SMMs represent a very attractive workbench for the
investigation of quantum magnetism. They exhibit intrigu-
ing quantum phenomena, such as magnetization tunneling
[2], Berry phase interference [3], quantum spin coherence
[4–6], and quantum phase transitions [7]. In the last few
years, SMMs have also emerged as candidates for the
hardware of quantum computers [8–13].

Although most of the recent studies and proposals for
applications are based on clusters with a polynuclear mag-
netic core, mononuclear SMMs (or single-ion magnets) are
better suited to quantitatively test theories of quantum tun-
neling and coherence [14–16]. They also offer a better
control over parameters that determine the energy level
spectrum and wave functions as well as decoherence. For
instance, inorganic polyoxometalate (POM) molecules can
be prepared from elements with zero nuclear spin, thus
giving access to nuclear-spin free systems [15]. In addition,
the replacement of the magnetic ion by a nonmagnetic one
(e.g. replacing a lanthanide with Y3þ) enables the synthesis
of magnetically diluted crystals [17].Well-known sources of
decoherence [18] can therefore be reduced while preserving
both the crystalline order and the molecular structure.

We here explore a new method for controlling the mag-
netic anisotropy of single lanthanide ions, which determines
the splitting of the magnetic energy levels and the spin
dynamics, via the chemical design of their first

coordination sphere. We choose Gd3þ because, as a free
ion, it has an isotropic electronic ground state with L ¼ 0
and S ¼ 7=2. It is therefore a model crystal-field probe: its
magnetic anisotropy is almost exclusively determined by the
Coulomb interaction with nearby ions [19]. In order to
investigate this possibility, we compare potassium salts
of two POM molecules, namely ½GdðW5O18Þ2�9� and
½GdðP5W30O110Þ�12� hereafter referred to as GdW10 and
GdW30, respectively (Fig. 1). Our results confirm that the
magnetic anisotropy strongly depends on the molecular
structure. These and other related molecules could therefore
be designed and optimized with an eye on different applica-
tions of lanthanide spins, such as quantum computing [20].
Magnetic measurements in the region of 1:8 K � T �

300 K were performed using a commercial SQUID mag-
netometer. The ac susceptibility measurements have been
extended down to 13 mK using a microSQUID susceptom-
eter installed inside the mixing chamber of a 3He-4He
dilution refrigerator [21,22]. Heat capacity measurements
from T ¼ 350 mK up to room temperaturewere performed
on a commercial physical measurement platform.
Broadband electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spec-
troscopy was performed at T ¼ 1:7 K and T ¼ 10 K using
a frequency tunable cavity [23]. Finally, pulsed EPR experi-
ments on pure and magnetically diluted powder samples
were performed using an Elexys X-band spectrometer.
The magnetization isotherms measured at and above

T ¼ 2 K (not shown) agree very well, for both clusters,
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with the behavior expected for isotropic S ¼ 7=2 spins
with a gyromagnetic ratio g ¼ 2. Figure 2 shows ac sus-
ceptibility data (real component�0) measured on powdered
GdW10 and GdW30 samples. These results show that their
net spin is the same and that the magnetic anisotropy, if
present, must be rather small. Differences between the two
become apparent however if one compares their dynamical
magnetic response at very low temperatures. Both �0ðTÞ
sets of data show the dependence on frequency that is
characteristic of the SMM behavior. But, while �0ðTÞ of
GdW10 nearly vanishes below T ¼ 0:4 K for a frequency
!=2� ¼ 158 Hz, the susceptibility blocking is not com-
plete for GdW30, i.e., no maximum is observed even at
frequencies as high as!=2� ¼ 631 kHz and temperatures
in the close vicinity of absolute zero (13 mK).

The anisotropy parameters have been determined
by fitting the experimental EPR spectra. Figure 3 shows
two representative spectra, obtained at T ¼ 10 K and a
resonant frequency of 25 GHz, and the corresponding
theoretical fits. The fits are performed with EasySpin
[24] and are based on the following spin Hamiltonian:

H ¼ X

n¼f2;4;6g
B0
nÔ

0
n þ

X

n¼f2;4;6g;0<m�n

Bm
n Ô

m
n

� g�BðHxSx þHySy þHzSzÞ; (1)

where the Bm
n ’s are crystal-field parameters and Ôm

n are
Stevens’ equivalent spin operators [25]. These parameters
depend on the Gd3þ local coordination. In GdW10,
two anionic moieties coordinate the central Gd3þ [see
Fig. 1(a)]. Each moiety is twisted by an angle � ¼ 44:2�
with respect to the other, leading to a distorted square
antiprism coordination (ideal D4d symmetry). Under these

circumstances, H includes an off-diagonal (i.e., noncom-

muting with Sz) term B4
4Ô

4
4.

In the case of GdW30, the first coordination shell of
Gd3þ has a close to C5v symmetry [see Fig. 1(c)], which

allows the term B5
6Ô

5
6. However, this term alone cannot

account for the EPR data collected at varying temperatures
and frequencies. Reasonably good fits are achieved intro-

ducing a second-order off-diagonal term B2
2Ô

2
2. It is worth

FIG. 2 (color online). Top: real component of the ac magnetic
susceptibility (�0) measured at different frequencies on
GdW10 (a) and GdW30 (b). The equilibrium susceptibility �T

is obtained as the low frequency limit of �0. Solid lines show �T

calculated for noninteracting spins. Bottom: (c) imaginary part
of the ac magnetic susceptibility measured at different tempera-
tures on GdW10 and GdW30 (scatter) fitted to Cole-Cole laws
(solid lines); (d) relaxation rates of GdW10 and GdW30 obtained
from the Cole-Cole fits. Horizontal lines show the spin tunneling
rates � that follow from Eq. (2).

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) GdW10 molecule (left) and three-
dimensional plot of the probability for its spin to point along any
direction of space, calculated at T ¼ 0:5 K (right). (b) Energy
levels of GdW10 for �0Hz ¼ 10 mT. (c) GdW30 molecule (left)
and the corresponding probability plot at T ¼ 0:5 K (right).
(d) Energy levels of GdW30 for �0Hy ¼ 10 mT.

FIG. 3 (color online). Powder EPR absorption spectra of
GdW10 (a) and GdW30 (b) at T ¼ 10 K and f ¼ 25 GHz.
Black solid lines, experimental data; red dotted lines, fits based
on Eq. (1).
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recalling here that the magnetic anisotropy of Gd3þ arises
via the quantum mixture of the ground state with excited
multiplets, having a nonzero orbital moment L. These
excited states are more sensitive than the ground state to
interactions with ions located beyond the first coordination
sphere. The departure of the whole GdW30 molecule from
a pure C5v symmetry must affect the wave functions of
such excited states and be, therefore, a likely origin for the

B2
2Ô

2
2 term.

The fits give B0
2=kB ¼ �0:059 K and B4

4=kB ¼
4� 10�4 K for GdW10, and B0

2=kB ¼ 0:019 K and

B2
2=kB ¼ 0:019 K for GdW30. The inclusion of higher

order terms does not improve the quality of the fits.
Strong qualitative and quantitative differences exist be-
tween these two spin Hamiltonians. The former corre-
sponds to an easy-axis magnetic anisotropy along the z
axis [Fig. 1(a)]. The latter suggests that Gd30 possesses an
easy-plane anisotropy with a preferred magnetization
along y [Fig. 1(c)], x and z being the medium and hard
magnetic axes, respectively. These crystal-field parameters
account also for the specific heat data (not presented here).

The spin-lattice relaxation rates ��1 can be determined,
at each temperature, by fitting the frequency-dependent
susceptibility data with a Cole-Cole law [26], as shown
in Fig. 2(c). Values obtained by this method are shown in
Fig. 2(d) as a function of temperature. Above T �
200 mK, the relaxation rate of GdW10 follows a thermally
activated behavior ��1 ¼ �0 expð�U=kBTÞ, with an
activation energy U=kB ¼ 2:2ð2Þ K and a prefactor �0 ¼
3� 109 s�1. The activation energy agrees with the classi-
cal anisotropy energy barrier Ucl=kB ¼ 2:15 K derived
from the spin Hamiltonian (1). Below that temperature
��1 becomes nearly independent of temperature. This
fact suggests that, in this temperature region, spin-lattice
relaxation proceeds via pure quantum tunneling between
the ground states, as it has been observed also for ErW10

[17]. In the same temperature region, ��1 of GdW30 has
not reached the pure quantum regime yet (it depends
weakly on temperature) but nevertheless shows a strong
deviation from the expected thermally activated behavior.
Furthermore, it is 4 orders of magnitude faster than ��1 of
GdW10. These results evidence that the coordination
sphere strongly affects the classical and quantum spin
dynamics of Gd3þ ions.

It might seem paradoxical, at first, that Gd3þ spins
exhibit fast tunneling rates, as tunneling is strictly forbid-
den for a Kramer’s ion at zero field. However, even if no
external field is applied, each spin feels the dipolar mag-
netic field created by all other spins in the lattice. Below
0.3 K, �T of GdW10 [see Fig. 2(a)] deviates from the
predictions for single spins, reaching a maximum at ap-
proximately Tc ’ 36 mK, which signals the onset of long-
range magnetic order. The characteristic width �dip of the

dipolar field distribution can then be estimated using the
relation 2g�BS�dip � kBTc, which gives �dip ’ 38 Oe.

Spin-spin interactions are weaker for GdW30, on account
of the larger intermolecular separations in this material (of
order 2 nm vs 1 nm in GdW10), and the dipolar ordering is
accordingly not observed. As a first approximation, Tc can
be estimated from that of GdW10. As the dipolar interac-
tion energy decreases with 1=r3, we expect Tc � 4:5 mK
and �dip � 4:8 Oe. Transverse dipolar fields Hdip;?, i.e.,
perpendicular to the magnetization easy axis, give rise to a
finite quantum tunnel splitting � of the initially degenerate
doublets. Inserting in Eq. (1) a magnetic field of magnitude
Hdip;? ¼ �dip oriented along the bisect of the hard and

medium anisotropy axes gives �=kB ¼ 3:65� 10�6 K
and �=kB ¼ 7:4� 10�5 K for the ground level doublets
of GdW10 and GdW30, respectively.
We can also estimate ��1 in the quantum regime. At any

given time, only those spins subject to a local dipolar bias
�dip & � can flip via tunneling. The reversal of these spins

changes the spatial distribution of dipolar bias fields,
thereby giving new spins the opportunity to flip. The
average tunneling rate for the spin ensemble is then [27]

� ¼ �2

@
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p
�dipð�dipÞ

; (2)

where �dipð�dipÞ ¼ 2g�BS�dip. Inserting in Eq. (2) the

values of � and �dipð�dipÞ obtained for GdW10 gives � ¼
19 s�1 in agreement with the spin-lattice relaxation ��1 ’
15 s�1 measured below 200 mK [see Fig. 2(d)]. The same
method gives � ¼ 6:4� 104 s�1 for GdW30, in fair agree-
ment with ��1 ’ 105 s�1 measured at T ¼ 20 mK.
We are in a position to discuss the suitability of these

molecules as spin qubits. The energy gap �E between the
two qubit levels must fulfill the condition 2 & �E=h &
20 GHz to comply with the requirements of rf technologies
and, in particular, with the resonance frequencies of super-
conducting microcavities that are currently seen as one of
the most promising technologies for the development of
scalable quantum computation architectures [28,29]. Also,
its coupling to a rf magnetic field hrf must be strong
enough to ensure that the Rabi frequency �R �
2g�Bjh1jhrfSj0ij=h of coherent rotations between qubit
states j0i and j1i be much larger than the decoherence
rates.
For the qubit definition, we might associate j0i and j1i

with spin states belonging to the ground and first excited
doublets (see Fig. 1). The qubit energy gap is then defined
by the zero-field energy splitting, which amounts to
�E=h ¼ 22 GHz and �E=h ¼ 6:3 GHz, for GdW10 and
GdW30, respectively. With the above technical considera-
tions in mind, GdW30 appears as a close-to-ideal candidate
because of its weak magnetic anisotropy, resulting from its
peculiar molecular structure. The twofold degeneracies can
be broken via the application of a weak magnetic field
along the y easy axis. For instance, �0Hy ¼ 10 mT splits

the ground level doublet by 2 GHz, which would enable a
ground state initialization of about 99.99% at T ¼ 10 mK.
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�E can be continuously tuned from 6.7 GHz, at �0Hy ¼
10 mT, up to 20 GHz, at �0Hy ¼ 465 mT, becoming

resonant with X-band photons for �0Hy ’ 100 mT.

These qubits can therefore be manipulated with the elec-
tromagnetic radiation produced by any conventional EPR
setup [4–6,20], a flux qubit [30], or a superconducting
microcavity [29]. The fact that large magnetic fields are
not required to tune �E might enable the integration of
these lanthanide-based spin qubits into superconducting
quantum circuits. For the frequency of coherent oscilla-
tions we find, irrespective of Hy, �R=hrf ’ 60 MHz=mT

when hrf is applied along the z axis, and �R=hrf ’
90 MHz=mT when hrf is applied along the x axis. It might
be noted here that if, by contrast, qubit states were asso-
ciated with the ground state doublet hSyi � 	3:45, the

tuning of �E would lead to a strong suppression of �R

unless relatively large (of the order of 1 T) and extremely
well oriented transverse magnetic fields (i.e., along either z
or x) were applied.

The values of �R need to be compared with the domi-
nant decoherence rates. Pulsed X-band EPR experiments
(!=2� ¼ 9:8 GHz) were performed on pure and magneti-
cally diluted samples GdxY1�xW30. Echo signals were
observed for x � 0:1. As an illustrative example, we
show in Fig. 4 the echo-detected EPR powder spectrum
of Gd0:001Y0:999W30 measured at T ¼ 6 K. The qubit tran-
sition defined above corresponds to the lowest edge of the
absorption band between 100 mT and 700 mT. The echo
relaxation measured at �0H ¼ 100 mT gives T2 ’ 410 ns
and T1 ’ 1:6 �s. Both relaxation times are observed to
increase with decreasing concentration (see the inset of
Fig. 4), suggesting that dipole-dipole interactions, albeit
very weak, constitute an important source of decoherence.
The qubit figure of merit [20] is then QM � 2�RT2 * 50
for hrf ¼ 1 mT.

Summarizing, we have shown that GdW10 and GdW30

molecules behave as single molecule magnets at low tem-
peratures. The magnetic anisotropy as well as the rates of
magnetic relaxation and quantum tunneling are determined
by the local coordination of the Gd3þ ion. These results
show therefore that the molecular structure provides a
parameter to control the underlying physics. The ability
to tune the magnetic properties by chemical design offers
fascinating perspectives for studies of quantum phenomena
like tunneling, relaxation, and coherence, and for the opti-
mization of lanthanide spin qubits.
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